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**Dissociative symptoms**, which are characterised by a disruption between normally integrated cognitive-perceptual systems, and suggestion effects, such as changes in awareness, perception and behaviour in response to verbal suggestions, are historically intertwined and long believed to share a family resemblance.\(^1\) This association continues to figure prominently in contemporary debates regarding the aetiology of dissociative psychopathology\(^2,3\) with prominent theories diverging regarding aberrant suggestibility in the dissociative disorders. The **sociocognitive model** proposes that greater responsiveness to suggestion (suggestibility) among dissociative disorder patients facilitates false memories of trauma through an admixture of processes including iatrogenesis and responsiveness to sociocultural cues (**Figure 1a**).\(^3\) By contrast, the **trauma model** maintains that dissociation functions as a coping response to traumatic stress that progresses to psychopathology in certain individuals independently of suggestion (**Figure 1b**).\(^2\) Proponents of the sociocognitive model have recently conceded that suggestibility is not strongly related to dissociation,\(^3\) intimating a potential emerging consensus. Irrespective of the merits of these models, here we correct the record on responsiveness to suggestion in dissociative psychopathology.

---

**Figure 1.** Schematic depiction of competing conceptual models of the interrelations between dissociative psychopathology, trauma, and direct verbal suggestibility. All paths depict positive associations. * The form of suggestibility is not specified in the sociocognitive model.

Proponents of both models mischaracterise the available empirical evidence. Suggestibility is a heterogeneous phenomenon but within historical and contemporary contexts denotes an individual’s capacity to respond to direct verbal suggestions (e.g., “you will be completely unable to move your arm” [suggested motor paralysis])\(^1\). In contrast with claims that dissociative disorder patients are not suggestible,\(^2,3\) recent meta-analytic evidence demonstrates that they reliably display greater responsiveness than controls to direct verbal suggestions following a hypnotic induction, even though elevated suggestibility is not a signature of general psychopathology.\(^1\) These effects are moderate-to-large in
magnitude and observed in four of the five psychiatric conditions with the most severe dissociative symptomatology (dissociative identity disorder [DID], otherwise specified dissociative disorder [OSDD], posttraumatic stress disorder, and functional neurological disorder [FND]), with the most pronounced effects in DID and OSDD.\textsuperscript{5} Although FND is not listed as a dissociative disorder in the DSM, the ICD recognises the historical association between the two and views FND as a dissociative neurological symptom disorder\textsuperscript{4}. These data stand in stark contrast to the apparent consensus reached by proponents of the sociocognitive and trauma models.\textsuperscript{2,3} Of note, elevated responsiveness to verbal suggestions is not present in depersonalisation-derealisation disorder\textsuperscript{5}, which aligns with a hypothesised link between suggestion and dissociative compartmentalisation, rather than dissociative detachment phenomena\textsuperscript{6}.

Disregard of this research is partly due to the heterogeneous nature of suggestibility but also the tendency to incorrectly generalize from one form of suggestibility to another. For example, multiple studies have assessed suggestibility in the dissociative disorders with interrogative suggestibility measures that are widely used in forensic contexts.\textsuperscript{3} However, these scales are primarily measures of compliance and do not generalize to direct verbal suggestibility,\textsuperscript{1} which has greater relevance to clinical applications of suggestion. Interrogative suggestibility has never been theoretically linked to dissociation and we would not expect elevated compliance among dissociative disorder patients. The same holds for studies in which participants simulate dissociative symptoms;\textsuperscript{2,3} this methodology can inform our understanding of beliefs regarding dissociation, but it does not have any bearing on direct verbal suggestibility in the dissociative disorders.\textsuperscript{1}

A second reason for the neglect of the evidence regarding suggestibility in the dissociative disorders is the tendency to view suggestion through the narrow lens of iatrogenesis and false memories. Researchers and clinicians frequently conflate suggestibility with proneness to false memories\textsuperscript{3} even though they are distinct phenomena. This equivalence arises from the inference that elevated suggestibility in the dissociative disorders would signify that suggestion causes dissociative symptoms.\textsuperscript{2,3} However, this conclusion does not follow from meta-analytic (correlational) evidence for elevated direct verbal suggestibility in this population.\textsuperscript{1} At present, there is no evidence for a causal role of suggestion or suggestibility in the emergence of dissociative symptoms. Narrowly interpreting suggestion in this manner has stunted the field in harnessing these data to inform our understanding of pathological dissociation.

Recognizing elevated responsiveness to direct verbal suggestions as a feature of dissociative psychopathology has the potential to open up novel avenues for research and treatment.\textsuperscript{1,7} Accumulating evidence aligns with the proposal that elevated suggestibility confers predisposition to dissociative psychopathology in response to traumatic stress (Figure 1c).\textsuperscript{1,8} Further research is required to more precisely interrogate this diathesis effect and its neurocognitive substrates as well as the alternate hypotheses that elevated suggestibility is a sequela of dissociative psychopathology\textsuperscript{9} (Figure 1d) or that it confers risk for dissociative psychopathology in the absence of trauma. Elevated responsiveness to suggestion may help to explain involuntary dissociative responses including those triggered by environmental stimuli. Symptom suggestibility is widely used to aid the diagnosis of FND\textsuperscript{1} and data highlighting its utility in the discrimination of dissociative disorders and schizophrenia could be harnessed to complement diagnosis protocols.\textsuperscript{5} Suggestibility also seems to augment the efficacy of suggestion-based treatments\textsuperscript{1} however,
incorporating suggestion into therapeutic interventions may be contraindicated in the dissociative disorders precisely because of elevated response to suggestions in this group. Moving beyond misrepresentations of suggestibility will allow us to leverage accumulating knowledge of the link between dissociation and responsiveness to suggestion with the potential to substantially advance our understanding of dissociative psychopathology.
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